Blast Resistance Capacity of Seismically Designed Building Frames
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Abstract

Because of the inherent uncertainty in the blast loading caused due to terrorist attacks, most buildings are not designed for blast loading, but they are routinely designed for earthquake demand. If the blast resistance capacity of the seismically designed building can be evaluated, the risk of the blast loading caused due to the terrorist attacks can be reduced by upgrading the seismic design of the building. With this background in view, the present paper investigates the blast resistance capacity of a 6 storey building frame designed for extreme peak ground acceleration (PGA) levels of 0.5g, 0.4g, and 0.3g. The 3D model of the 6 storey building is designed according to Indian Standard (IS) codes for the above mentioned extreme level earthquake. Designed buildings are subjected to surface blast of 500 kg of TNT (trinitrotoluene) at different standoff distances ranging from 5m to 30m. The time histories of the blast loading due to air pressure and ground shock are modeled by those existing literature. A nonlinear time history of analysis (NTHA) of the frame is performed in SAP 2000 for surface blast and the simulated earthquakes from the specified response spectrum in IS code. NTHA results for both cases are compared to evaluate the relative performance of the three different seismically designed buildings to the surface blast loading. The response quantities of interest include maximum drift, maximum top displacement, and number of hinging elements. The results of the study indicate that for the near blast conditions the blast resistance capacity of the building increases with the increase in the PGA values for which the building is designed. By upgrading the seismic design by 0.1g, the blast resistance capacity increases manifold for near blast conditions. Thus, by updating the seismic design of a building, the risk of blast loading in the design may be considerably mitigated.
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1. Introduction

In the recent past, important buildings have become a common target of terrorists as it causes both financial loss and a large number of casualties. In such cases, a major part of the casualties is caused due to the structural damage. Some guidelines are available [1–4], which provide empirical charts and equations to calculate blast load on structures and design recommendations. Also, different guidelines are published for reducing the risk of progressive collapse of structures [5–7]. Despite this, blast loading is rarely taken into account in the design of buildings because there are a large number of uncertainties involved with this load. The location of the blast source and its intensity are always uncertain and also, consideration of blast loading in design will be very uneconomic. So, the conventional design process involves earthquake and wind loads only.

Blast and earthquake load are different. The blast load is of shorter duration and higher magnitude than the earthquake load. But, the design of structure for both loads involves providing sufficient strength and ductility to resist these loads. Some researchers examined the blast resistance capacity of earthquake-resistant buildings [8,9]. Draganic and Sigmund [8] found that conventional reinforcement in elements provides adequate ductility when these elements are subjected to distant explosions, while for near blast condition additional reinforcement needs to be provided. Kyei and Abass [9] studied the effect of blast loading on seismically detailed RC columns and concluded that by reducing the spacing of transverse reinforcement in columns, lateral displacement can be reduced for near blast conditions. Thus, the structure which is designed for earthquake loading may resist blast load also to some extent. Therefore, the blast resistance capacity of a building designed for different levels of earthquake intensities should be properly evaluated in order to reduce risk of the blast loading by upgrading the seismic design of the building.

The literature on the effect of underground blast on structures mostly considers air pressure effect on structures [10–12], whereas, a surface explosion exerts both air pressure and ground shock effect on the nearby structure. There is very little literature available on surface blast effect with consideration of both ground shock and air pressure effect on structures. Wu and Hao [13] developed empirical equations to predict air pressure and ground acceleration produced by a
surface blast and investigated the effect of these two forces on a single storey masonry infilled RC building [14].

The present study investigates the blast resistance capacity of a 6 storey RC building designed for different PGA levels of 0.5g, 0.4g, and 0.3g. The 3D model of the 6 storey building is designed according to Indian Standard (IS) codes for the above mentioned extreme level earthquake. Designed buildings are subjected to surface blast of 500 kg of TNT(trinitrotoluene) at 5m, 10m, 15m, and 30m standoff distances. A nonlinear time history of analysis (NTHA) of the frame is performed in SAP 2000 for surface blast and the simulated earthquakes from the specified response spectrum in IS code. The behavior of the building is evaluated in terms of the response quantities, which include peak story displacements, the maximum inter-story drifts, and the number of plastic hinges formed.

2. Theory

2.1 Blast Loading

The behavior of the building is investigated for the surface blast. A surface blast generates both air pressure and ground vibration effect on a nearby structure as shown in Fig. 1. To simulate the effect of the surface blast, the air pressure time history is applied on the exposed surface of the building and the ground acceleration time history is applied at the base of the building. The air pressure time history and ground acceleration time history are generated with the help of empirical formulae developed by Wu and Hao [13]. These expressions are generated in the form of standoff distance and charge weight. The expressions are given below.

Air Pressure

Peak pressure in free air from the surface explosion is given by (Wu and Hao 2005):

\[ p_{m} = 1.059 \left( \frac{R}{Q^{1/3}} \right)^{-2.56} \text{ for } 0.51 \leq R/Q^{1/3} \leq 1 \text{ (MPa)} \tag{1} \]

\[ p_{\infty} = 1.008 \left( \frac{R}{Q^{1/3}} \right)^{-2.01} \text{ for } 10 \leq R/Q^{1/3} \text{ > 1 (MPa)} \tag{2} \]

where \( R \) is distance in meters measured from the charge centre and \( Q \) is the TNT equivalent charge weight in kilograms.

Peak reflected air pressure along the height of the front wall of the structure is given by:

\[ p_r(h) = p_m(1 - 0.0006 p_{\infty}^{0.46} h^2), p_{\infty} \leq 10 \text{ MPa} \tag{3} \]

where \( h \) is the wall height in meters and \( p_{\infty} \) is the peak reflected pressure at the bottom of the wall, which is estimated by:

\[ p_{\infty} = 2.85 (p_m)^{1.206} \text{ for } p_{\infty} \leq 50 \text{ MPa} \tag{4} \]

The shock wave front arrival time is given by:

\[ T_d = 0.34 R^{1/4} Q^{-0.2} / c_s \text{ (sec)} \tag{5} \]

where \( c_s \) is the sound speed in air.

The pressure time history is assumed as increasing linearly from zero to peak value with a rising time \( T_r \), and then decreasing exponentially with decreasing time \( T_d \) (Figure 1b), the total duration of positive pressure is given by

\[ T = T_r + T_d \tag{6} \]

\[ T_r = 0.0019 (R / Q^{1/3})^{1.30} \text{ (sec)} \tag{7} \]

\[ T_d = 0.0005 R^{0.52} Q^{0.16} \text{ (sec)} \tag{8} \]

The linear part of air pressure time history for the pressure rising from zero to its peak value is

\[ p_r(t) = p_m \left( \frac{t}{T_r} \right), 0 \leq t \leq T_r \tag{9} \]

The exponential decay phase is

\[ p_r(t) = p_m \left(1 - \frac{t - T_r}{T_d}\right) \exp \left(-\frac{a(t-T_r)}{T_d}\right), T_r \leq t \tag{10} \]

\[ a = \begin{cases} 3.02 p_{\infty}^{0.38} + 6.85 p_{\infty}^{0.79} & \text{for } 0 < t \leq T_r, \\ 1.96 p_{\infty}^{0.25} + 0.176 p_{\infty}^{1.38} & \text{for } T_r < t \end{cases} \tag{11} \]

Ground Shock

These equations are simulated from a one-ton surface explosion at different distances at a granite site. For the granite site, the PPA (peak particle acceleration) was predicted as (Wu and Hao 2005)

\[ PPA = 3.979 R^{-1.45} Q^{0.07}, \text{ (g)} \tag{12} \]

The arrival time at a point on the ground surface

\[ t_a = 0.91 R^{0.03} Q^{-0.02} / c_s, \text{ (sec)} \tag{13} \]

Where \( c_s \) is the P wave velocity of the granite site.

The duration of the acceleration time history is

\[ t_d = 0.0045 R^{0.45}, \text{ (sec)} \tag{14} \]

And its principal frequency can be estimated by

\[ PF = 465.62 (R / Q^{1/3})^{-0.13}, 0.3 \leq R/Q^{1/3} \leq 10, \text{ (Hz)} \tag{15} \]

The power spectrum of acceleration time history can be represented by a Tazimi-Kanai function

\[ S(f) = \frac{1 + 4 \zeta^2 (f^2 / PF^2)}{(1 - f^2 / PF^2)^2 + 4 \zeta^2 (f^2 / PF^2)^2} \frac{S_0}{}, \tag{16} \]
where $\zeta$ is a parameter governing the power spectral shape, $S_0$ is the amplitude of power spectrum of a white noise or a scaling factor of the spectrum. The sample time histories of ground shock are generated using Monte-Carlo simulation and the simulated time histories are multiplied by the shape function. The shape function of a simulated acceleration time history is given by

$$
\begin{cases}
0 & t \leq 0 \\
me^{-mte^{-nt}} & t > 0 
\end{cases}
$$

where $m$ and $n$ are parameters related to ground motion non-stationarity.

### Earthquake Loading

Artificial time histories compatible with IS 1893, 2002 Response spectrum are generated for design basis earthquake (DBE) and maximum considered earthquakes (MCE). For generating the artificial time histories from the response spectrum of the earthquake, the Seismosignal software is used.

### 3. Numerical Study

A 6-storey building is considered for investigation. Plan dimensions of the building are 24m X 24m with four equal spans in each direction and the height of each storey is 3m. Grade of concrete is M30 and the grade of steel bars is Fe 415. The 3D model of the building frame (Fig. 1) is designed for gravity load and three extreme PGA levels. The 3D frames named Frame-A, Frame-B, and Frame-C (Table 1) are designed for PGA levels of 0.3g, 0.4g, and 0.5g respectively. Properties of the three building frames are shown in Table 1.

The position of the surface blast is shown in Fig. 1. The charge weight ($Q$) is assumed to be 500kg of TNT acting at standoff distances (R) 5m, 10m, 15m, 30m, and the structural response to explosive loads at different distances are simulated in the analysis. Fig. 2 shows simulated air pressure time history applied to the bottom storey of the building and ground acceleration time history. The shape of the air pressure time history applied to the upper storeys is the same but, the magnitude of the peak pressure and time of arrival of the air pressure wave are different as obtained by the equations 1-11. The nonlinear time history analysis of the frame is carried out for both blast loading and earthquake loading using SAP 2000.

### 4. Results and discussions

The building frames designed for three different PGA levels are subjected to blast loading produced by the explosion of 500kg of TNT on the ground surface at standoff distances 5m, 10m, 15m and 30m from the building. The effect of the PGA level for which the building is designed on the blast resistance capacity of the building is investigated. The response of the building frames for response spectrum compatible time histories of ground motion with design level (0.2g) and extreme level (0.4g) earthquakes is also evaluated. Responses of the buildings are obtained in terms of top floor displacement, inter-storey drift, and number of plastic hinges formed.

![Fig. 1. 3D view of the building frame](image)

![Fig. 2. (a) air pressure time history (b) ground acceleration time history for surface explosion of 500kg of TNT at 5m standoff distance](image)

Table 1. Properties of the building frames.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frame-A</th>
<th>Frame-B</th>
<th>Frame-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column Size (mm)</td>
<td>550x550</td>
<td>650x650</td>
<td>750x750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column R/F (%)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Size (mm)</td>
<td>300x550</td>
<td>300x550</td>
<td>350x600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam R/F (%)</td>
<td>1.2 (top) 0.6 (bottom)</td>
<td>1.6 (top) 0.8 (bottom)</td>
<td>1.6 (top) 0.8 (bottom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab Size (mm)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$(s)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$(s)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 shows top floor displacement time history plots for surface blast load. It is seen from the figure that for the surface blast of 500kg TNT at 5m standoff distance, the Frame-A is collapsed at 0.5 s, whereas Frame-B and Frame-C exhibited large top floor displacement but not collapsed. The maximum top floor displacement of Frame-B is 30% more than that of Frame-C. Further, we can see that the maximum top floor displacement of the three frames for 10m standoff distance is 60% less than that for 5m standoff distance, and for 15m standoff distance, it is 32% less than that for 10m standoff distance. Therefore, the response of structure reduces rapidly with standoff distance for near blast condition, and for a distant blast, this reduction is less.
Fig. 3. Top floor displacement time history plots due to surface blast of 500kg TNT at standoff distance (a) 5m (b) 10m (c) 15m (d) 30m

Fig. 4 shows plots of maximum top floor displacement and maximum drift of the three frames for different values of standoff distance. It can be seen that at 5m standoff distance, the maximum value of top floor displacement for Frame-A is 20% more than that for Frame-B which is 30% more than Frame-C. This difference is reducing with an increase in standoff distance, for 30m standoff distance, this difference reduces to 10-11%. Similarly, the maximum drift of Frame-A at 5m standoff distance is 40% more than that for Frame-B and this value for Frame-B is 33% more than the maximum drift value of Frame-C. At 30m standoff distance, this difference reduces to only 8-9%. It indicates that upgrading the seismic design of a building increases its blast resistance capacity for near blast conditions, whereas, for the distant blast conditions, the effect of this up-gradation is less.

Fig. 5 shows top floor displacement plots for earthquake loading. It can be seen from figures that there is a considerable difference in the response of the three frames for extreme level earthquake but for design basis earthquake this difference is less. Table 1 shows the maximum values of top floor displacement and inter-storey drift of the three frames for both types of earthquakes. It can be seen that for DBE, the response of Frame-B is almost 10% less than that of Frame-A. A similar amount of difference is there between responses of Frame-B and Frame-C. But for MCE, this difference is about 25%.

Fig. 6 shows the number of hinges formed for both blast load and earthquake load. It was observed that the Frame-A is collapsed at 0.5s due to the formation of a large number of hinges due to 500kg blast at 5m standoff distance (scaled distance $R/Q^{1/3} = 0.6$). Frame-B and Frame-C were damaged but not collapsed. With the increase in standoff distance, number of hinges is reducing by a considerable amount. At standoff distance 30m (scaled distance $R/Q^{1/3} = 3.7$) no hinges are formed in Frame-C, its response is within the elastic limit. A little number of hinges are formed in Frame-B and there is some damage in Frame-A. Similarly, for earthquake loading difference between the number of hinges formed in the three frames is more for the MCE level earthquake than that for the DBE level earthquake.

Also, due to DBE (0.2g) level earthquake, hinges are formed in the building frames designed for PGA 0.3g, 0.4g, and 0.5g because as per the code these buildings are designed for forces which are 5 times less than the considered PGA level (Response reduction factor $R=5$).
5. Conclusions

The performance of three seismically designed building frames under the surface blast effect is evaluated. Also, the response of the buildings under the response spectrum compatible earthquake time histories is investigated. Response quantities of interest are top floor displacement, drift, and number of hinges formed. Following conclusions are obtained from the study:

1. Responses of the building sharply fall with standoff distance in the close vicinity of the structure (R≤10m), thereafter the responses continue to decrease very mildly with R.

2. By upgrading the seismic design by 0.1g, the blast resistance capacity increases manifold for near blast conditions, the maximum effect is observed on the inter-storey drift of the buildings.

3. For distant blast conditions, the top floor displacement and inter-storey drift of the building frames designed for different PGA levels remain almost the same.

4. For the MCE level (0.4g) earthquake, upgradation of seismic design plays a significant role on the performance of the building, whereas this effect is less for DBE (0.2g) level earthquake.

5. For this particular problem, the building designed for PGA level 0.3g is collapsed due to surface blast of 0.6 scaled distance and suffered some damage for the scaled distance 3.7.

6. The building designed for PGA level 0.5g suffered considerable damage due to surface blast of 0.6 scaled distance but not collapsed whereas it remained within elastic range for the scaled distance 3.7.
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